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(54) Systems and methods for data privacy and destruction in multi-system landscapes

(57) A method for managing personal data access in
a multi-system landscape includes receiving at a first sys-
tem in the multi-system landscape an end-of-purpose
check result for a personal data record associated with
a particular business partner, identifying other systems
of the multi-system landscape that perform operations
for the particular business partner if the end-of-purpose
check result indicates a start-of retention-time, transmit-
ting requests to each of the identified systems to syn-

chronously perform an end-of-purpose check of local per-
sonal data records associated with the particular busi-
ness partner, and receiving end-of-purpose check results
from each of the identified systems. The method further
can include initiating a global blocking process for the
particular business partner. A system for implementing
the method and a non-transitory computer readable me-
dium are also disclosed.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Companies must adhere to data privacy laws
for personal data. A core requirement of data privacy is
to use personal data only for particular business purpos-
es and to erase them as soon as possible. Often personal
data cannot be erased because of regulations regarding
legal retention periods. When legal retention periods ap-
ply, retained personal data has to be blocked to restrict
access to this data. After the retention period, the per-
sonal data may be deleted.
[0002] To comply with data privacy laws, processes
for blocking access to personal data after residence time,
and erasure from both a database and any archiving sys-
tem after retention time must be done. Requirements
concerning dependencies between the business partner
and the enterprise application components and multi-
system aspects must also be followed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] Figure 1 depicts a timing diagram in accordance
with some embodiments;
[0004] Figure 2 depicts a system in accordance with
some embodiments;
[0005] Figure 3 depicts a process in accordance with
some embodiments;
[0006] Figure 4 depicts a process in accordance with
some embodiments; and
[0007] Figure 5 depicts a data model structure in ac-
cordance with some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Presented are systems and methods that im-
plement legal requirements for the destruction of person-
al data on an enterprise multi-system computer land-
scape. Processes provide for the blocking of business
partner records after the elapse of a residence time and
for the erasure of business partner records in the enter-
prise’s database and archive after retention time expires.
In accordance with embodiments these processes are
conducted synchronously or asynchronously to minimize
system overhead, as described below
[0009] There can be legal requirements that cause
compliant companies to treat personal data with special
care. These legal requirements can permit companies to
use personal data only for particular business purposes
(e.g., order fulfillment) and to erase personal data as soon
as it is not required anymore for the particular purpose
(e.g., after 2 years when warranty is expired).
[0010] However, there can be conflicting regulations
between privacy laws and other laws, codes, and/or reg-
ulations that a company must follow. For example, in
many jurisdictions personal data should not be erased
because of regulations in the form of legal retention pe-

riods (e.g., keep invoice documents 10 years for audit
purposes). When there are conflicting legal retention pe-
riods applied to the personal data, embodying systems
and methods described below block access to the per-
sonal data as the business purpose expires. ’Blocking’
means to restrict access to personal data and to prevent
personal data to be used on a regular base. Only a few
privileged users can have further access - such as data
privacy officers or auditors.
[0011] An amalgamation of these legal requirements
can result in a company’s collection and usage of per-
sonal data to be within certain boundaries, for example:
[0012] 1. Companies can store and use personal data
only if they need this data to fulfill clear business purposes
(e.g., fulfillment of orders or contracts, the consumer has
explicitly agreed to receive newsletters, etc.).
[0013] 2. Strict privacy laws can require a company to
erase personal data as soon as there is no longer a need
to fulfill a business purpose. Erasure is defined to be the
process that makes stored personal data unrecognizable
and unreadable. After erasure of personal data it is not
possible to identify either the particular person directly or
using other data which identifies the particular person.
The erasure of personal data with the intention to destroy
information is also called destruction or deletion. In the
context of data privacy the terms "erasure," "destruction,"
"destroy," and "deletion" are used as synonymous terms.
In compliance with the privacy laws, personal data should
be erased if there is no purpose which requires the stor-
age and usage of personal data, or if the storage of per-
sonal data is ineligible
[0014] 3. If erasure is not an option (e.g. due to legal
retention period requirements) to be in compliance with
privacy laws a company should block personal data until
the end of the legal retention period. Blocking means to
restrict the access to, and the usage of, stored personal
data. To implement compliant blocking, laws and regu-
lations may require that a company:
[0015] a) Restrict access to personal data to author-
ized staff only;
[0016] b) Prohibit the processing of personal data after
blocking;
[0017] c) Allow unblocking of personal data in excep-
tional cases only.
[0018] Against this legal background embodying sys-
tems and methods provide a data privacy information
lifecycle management tool for enterprises to comply with
the various laws and regulations governing the retention
of information. Information lifecycle management means
managing a company’s business data along its entire
lifecycle - from the time it is created in the application
system, through its long-term storage in a storage sys-
tem, until its final destruction at the end of its lifecycle.
[0019] A business partner (BP) data management
component can manage business partner data and re-
lationship data that are relevant in the business proc-
ess(es) and application(s). Within the system a business
partner is represented by software objects representing
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persons, organizations, or groups of business partners.
The BP data management component can include an
end-of-purpose interface component that performs veri-
fication of whether an application has reached its end-
of-purpose for personal data records associated with a
particular business partner.
[0020] The BP data management component can be
in communication with a database that stores records
associated with the business partners. These business
partner records can include data fields containing names,
addresses (e.g., office, home), roles (e.g., contact per-
son, employee, title), personal circumstances (e.g., mar-
ital status, custody), role in business process(es) (e.g.,
prospect, customer, vendor), communication identifiers
(e.g., telephone number(s), fax numbers, e-mail ad-
dress(es)), and perhaps other identifiers that can be used
to identify a person. Under the data privacy laws, this
information can be viewed as personal data.
[0021] Figure 1 depicts a timing diagram illustrating in-
formation lifecycle 100 for business data in accordance
with an embodiment. Information lifecycle 100 can in-
clude data usage period 110, retention period 120 that
can include residence period 130 and blocking period
140. The interrelation of these periods is illustrated in Fig.
1. The data usage period begins with the creation of a
BP data record 112 (for example, in the BP data man-
agement component). Next an offer 114, or other busi-
ness purpose, can be extended to the business partner.
There can be a valid reason to retain personal data until
the business purpose expires. If the offer is accepted and
an order 116 is placed, the personal data can still be
retained. Once payment 118 is received, the validity of
retaining the personal data can expire. As can be seen
from Fig. 1, data usage period 110 can begin with the
creation of a BP data record and can terminate with when
the business purpose is over.
[0022] In some situations the data usage period can
begin prior to the creation of a BP data record. For ex-
ample, in advance of starting a marketing campaign a
contact list for prospective customers can be procured.
There can be a limited time to retain the contact informa-
tion for a prospect to show interest. Once interest is in-
dicated, a BP record can be created.
[0023] Retention period 120 for a business partner da-
ta record is the period of time after the data usage period
expires through to when that business partner data
should be erased from the database or archive. Resi-
dence period 130 can be the period of time that elapses
before an end-of-purpose date can be determined and
the business partner data can be blocked in the database
or archived (i.e., the beginning of blocking period 140).
During the residence period the business partner data
can remain in the database, data can be changed and
new business can be created.
[0024] Fig. 1 also depicts other information lifecycle
events such as start-of-retention time (SoRT) which can
begin at the end of data usage period 110, an end-of-
purpose time (EoP) which can occur at the expiration of

residence period 130, and end-of-retention time (EoRT)
which can occur at the end of blocking period 140.
[0025] There are dependencies between the BP data
record and enterprise applications. Business partner da-
ta can be stored in the database associated with business
objects such as business partner, sales order, article,
contract, purchase order, material, payment, bank ac-
count, loan contract etc. The business objects can rep-
resent a specific view of well defined and outlined busi-
ness content. The business objects can be classified for
example into master data such as business partner, ar-
ticle or material and transactional application data ob-
jects. Business objects can ’use’ other business objects.
For example a sales order can refer to a business partner
as customer, a sales order item can refer to a an article,
a bank account can refer to a business partner as an
account holder, and a payment order can refer to a re-
ceiver account.
[0026] When it comes to blocking, archiving, and de-
struction of expired personal data the dependencies be-
tween the business objects and the applications using
the records need to be taken into account. For example
a business partner object can only be blocked or archived
if applications using the object do not need the business
partner’s record anymore because, by way of example,
business activity with the real world business partner is
completed and residence period 130 has ended.
[0027] Determining access status to personal data can
be made during data usage period 110 where a check is
made to determine if there is still a business purpose for
accessing the data. This check can be done by each
application, and determination can be based on that ap-
plication’s specific needs to access the personal data. If
there is a business purpose, periodic checks can be
made to determine if there is a continuing reason for valid
access.
[0028] If there is not a valid business purpose for an
application to have access to the personal data, access
to the personal data is blocked for at least that application.
This block can be determined from various parameters
that can be application centric as well as based on juris-
dictional requirements or even customer preference. The
block can be achieved by setting a business completion
flag associated with the BP object or data record. During
residence period 130, access to BP records containing
privacy data can be provided to general business per-
sonnel having a business purpose. During blocking pe-
riod 140 access to BP records is restricted to authorized
personnel such as a corporate data privacy officer or IT
staff (should it be necessary to correct access to an in-
correctly blocked record).
[0029] A check is made to determine if a retention pe-
riod applies for this data record. Information lifecycle
management rules that are based on various parameters
can be utilized to make this determination. If a retention
period applies, periodic checks are made to determine
whether the retention period has ended. If the retention
period has expired, the data is destroyed.
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[0030] If no retention period is applicable, the data is
destroyed. Data destruction can follow predetermined
methods that may be customized according to the nature
of the data, the application that no longer has a business
purpose for this data record, and the nature of the medi-
um on which the data is stored.
[0031] Enterprises can setup multiple systems in order
to deploy applications that support their business proc-
esses. For example a CRM (customer relationship man-
agement) instance can be used to support processes in
the area of sales & services such as marketing cam-
paigns and new business origination, while an ERP (en-
terprise resource planning) instance can be used to run
sales order execution, materials management and ac-
counting. Specific industries might have use of further
applications and systems. In banking, for example, sys-
tems can be set up according to lines of business such
as account management (cash and savings accounts)
or loan management (consumer loans, mortgage loans,
business loans).
[0032] The various instances running in an enterprise’s
multi-system landscape can have a need to access the
same BP software objects and data records. Under a
multi-system landscape scenario business partner data
can be synchronized via replication between two sys-
tems. This synchronized business partner data can be
used by applications deployed in systems one and two.
Embodying systems and methods manage the informa-
tion lifecycle of personal data in multi-system landscapes
by taking into account the overlapping data access by
the various applications and systems. In accordance with
one embodiment, a system landscape that consists only
of one system is seen as a specific case covered by the
more general case of a multi-system landscape.
[0033] Systems and methods in accordance with one
or more embodiments can implement algorithms in ac-
cordance with one or more of the following data privacy
scenarios:
[0034] (1) Blocking access to business partner data
after residence time - a data manager blocks business
partner data after residence time in a way that only a few
privileged users can access this data. These privileged
users can include an enterprise’s data privacy officer or
IT personnel.
[0035] (2) Erasure of business partner data from data-
base after retention time - a data manager erases busi-
ness partner data in database after retention time.
[0036] (3) Erasure of archived business partner data
after retention time - a data manager erases archived
business partner data in archive store after retention
time.
[0037] (4) The cases of items (1) - (3) applied for multi-
system landscapes.
[0038] Figure 2 depicts system 200 for implementing
personal data destruction scenarios in accordance with
one or more embodiments. System 200 can include cen-
tral controller, or central processor, unit 210 which can
be a processing unit, a field programmable gate array,

discrete analog circuitry, digital circuitry, an application
specific integrated circuit, a digital signal processor, a
reduced instruction set computer processor, etc. Proc-
essor unit 210 can interconnect and communicate with
other components of system 200 via electronic commu-
nication network 212. In an embodiment processor unit
210 can be located remotely, for example as a remote
server. Electronic communication network 212 can be
the Internet, a local area network, a wide area network,
a virtual private network, a wireless area network, or any
other suitable configuration of an electronic communica-
tion network.
[0039] System 200 may include internal memory con-
nected to processor unit 210. Internal memory for con-
venience represents both volatile and non-volatile mem-
ory devices. External memory may be connected to proc-
essor unit 210 via an input/output (I/O) port. Processor
unit 210 may access a computer application program
stored in internal memory, or stored in external memory.
The computer program application may include code or
executable instructions that when executed may instruct
or cause processor unit 210 to perform methods dis-
cussed herein such as one or methods embodying the
personal data retention and destruction scenarios dis-
cussed herein. Dedicated hardware, software modules,
and/or firmware can implement the components of sys-
tem 200.
[0040] In accordance with some embodiments, system
200 can include multiple enterprise computing systems
220, 260 to form a multi-system landscape. The enter-
prise multi-system landscape can include more than the
two enterprise computing systems depicted in Fig. 2.
Each of the multi-system computing landscapes can in-
clude a control processor 225, 265 which control their
respective computing systems and communicate with
other enterprise computing systems in the multi-system
landscape. In such embodiments, one of computing sys-
tems 220, 260 can be designated as a master system,
and other systems can be designated as client systems.
The control processor for the designated master system
can act as the system controller for the data privacy and
destruction scenarios described herein. Where there is
a master system designated, the attributes of processor
unit 210 described herein should be understood to be
within the capabilities of the master system’s control
processor.
[0041] Enterprise computing systems 220, 265 can
each include information lifecycle management (ILM)
component 230, 270, business partner data manage-
ment component 240, 280, and one or more applications
components 250 - 25n, 290 - 29m.
[0042] Control processors 225, 265, and other compo-
nents of systems enterprise computing systems 220,
265, can be coupled to archive stores 228, 268. Each of
the archive stores can be separate datastores, or can be
implemented as partitions of a single datastore.
[0043] Database 215 can contain definitions of reten-
tion rules, residence rules, and rule variants that are
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based on data privacy requirements. In one embodiment,
the archive stores and database 215 can be implemented
in the same physical datastore. The rule variants can be
used to analyze business partner records where the busi-
ness is conducted in multiple jurisdictions having different
data privacy requirements. Rule variants can be applied
to relevant business partner records together with the
retention rules and residence rules to calculate resi-
dence-time-period or retention-time-period. Accordingly,
in one embodiment the application or implementation of
retention rules and residence rules can include rule var-
iants.
[0044] ILM component 230, 270 can support the defi-
nition and validation of retention and residence rules. Ba-
sic processes for archiving and erasure of business ob-
jects are provided by the ILM component. Archiving ob-
ject component 232, 272 can implement processes that
archive ILM objects, which can be logical objects of re-
lated business data that are relevant for archiving and
erasure. Blocking component 234, 274 can prepare
blocking of data by checking for EoP, and reviews block
and unblock requests. Archiving object component 232,
272 can archive information lifecycle management ob-
jects and include a report component that can process
an archive/save object request and produce a report on
whether data is to be written to archive store 228, 268.
A report can include whether block and/or unblock re-
quests can be accommodated. Retention management
component 236, 276 can implement the customization
of residence rules and retention time rules for one or more
of application components 250 - 25n, 290 - 29m. The
retention management component can calculate wheth-
er end-of-residence-time has been reached for personal
data or end-of-retention-time (EoRT) has arrived for the
blocked data.
[0045] Business partner data management compo-
nent 240, 280 can support status management of per-
sonal data and relationship data for one or more business
partners. For each BP, an EoP interface component can
be provided. The EoP interface component can perform
an end-of-purpose check to verify if the EoP has been
reached for a particular set of personal data. Business
partner data management component 240, 280 can pro-
vide a registration customizing component that can be
implemented for each BP to create custom interfaces for
each application that accesses that particular BP’s
records in the database (or archive). These customized
interfaces account for whether residence time 130 is on-
going or expired for that BP based on the perspective of
that particular application’s data usage. These custom-
ized interfaces can return a start-of-retention-time date
(SoRT) for later retention time calculation.
[0046] Business partner data management compo-
nent 240, 280 can also provide archiving and deletion
events for the database records associated with the busi-
ness partner. In the lifecycle of a business partner these
events represent different points of time and have the
following semantic: ARCH1 = Check data for dependen-

cies; ARCH2 = Archive business partner header data;
ARCH3 = Archive business partner dependent data;
ARCH4 = Delete header and dependent data in data-
base; and DELE1 = Check whether business partner can
be deleted.
[0047] Application component(s) that use business
partner data in their processes support and implement
business partner data destruction scenarios due to the
application’s use and dependency on the BP data usage.
For example, purchase order or bank account data can
depend on business partner. The end-of-purpose check
and the determination of start-of-retention-time can be
application specific and can vary from application to ap-
plication. Therefore the end-of-purpose check is custom-
ized to be specific for each application components. The
checks can address the restriction of access implement-
ed for business partner personal data that has been
blocked after residence time. The checks can also im-
plement the archiving and deletion events described
above.
[0048] The ILM component, the business partner man-
agement component, and the application component(s)
implement one or more of the four data privacy scenarios
listed above.
[0049] In accordance with an embodiment, systems
and methods support data destruction scenarios in a mul-
ti-system landscape. Business partner data can be main-
tained in the business partner master system and repli-
cated to client systems. Business partner data cannot be
erased in the master system even though all the appli-
cations residing in the master system have no business
purpose until a check is made of the client systems. This
is because client systems might still have an ongoing
business purpose for the business partner data record.
If this multi-system dependency is not addressed before
erasing business partner data records, data inconsisten-
cies can result in the system landscape. Prior to erasure
of a business partner data record in a multi-system land-
scape, a check is done to ensure that the data usage
purpose is completed in master and client systems.
[0050] In multi-system landscapes business partner
records are synchronized among master and client sys-
tems. Business processes are spread over several sys-
tems. Therefore before a business partner data record
can be erased, the EoP must be reached for each appli-
cation in all involved systems. Erasing a business partner
data record if end-of-purpose is reached in only some
involved systems could result in data and process incon-
sistencies.
[0051] Blocking business partner personal data in a
multi-system landscape can be performed at the master
system. For a set of selected business partners, the end-
of-purpose is checked first locally in the master system.
If there is no longer a data usage purpose by the appli-
cations in the master system, then the applications at
client systems can be remotely checked for end-of-pur-
pose. If there is no longer a landscape-wide data usage
purpose, then the business partner personal data can be
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blocked at the master system. This change to the per-
sonal data status can be replicated to the client systems
in order to block the business partner personal data land-
scape-wide. For calculation of retention time, the start-
of-retention-time (SoRT) can be stored in a business
partner specific table in the master and/or client systems.
The business partner specific table can also be imple-
mented in database 215. Landscape-wide blocked busi-
ness partner master and client systems can independ-
ently perform erasure in database and archiving. Un-
blocking in multi-system landscape could be possible for
specific business partner status, but should be consid-
ered very carefully.
[0052] For purposes of this discussion, computing sys-
tem 220 is considered the master system and computing
system 260 is considered the client system. However,
their roles could be reversed, another system could be
the master system, or control processor 210 can act as
the master system and computing systems 220, 260
could both be client systems. As illustrated in Fig. 2, eras-
ure of business partner personal data in a multi-system
landscape starts with an end-of-purpose check by the
master system’s blocking component. This EoP check is
performed locally in the master system and also remotely
in the client system(s). Local and remote calls are exe-
cuted synchronously. The EoP check returns a SoRT
date for those systems where the business partner per-
sonal data purpose has ended. If the EoP returns are
received from each application that accesses that busi-
ness partner personal data landscape-wide, then the
business partner personal data is blocked in the master
system. This blocking is replicated asynchronously to the
client systems in order to block the business partner per-
sonal data landscape-wide.
[0053] Blocking the business partner personal data
can be achieved, for example, by setting a flag in the
business partner specific table. The SoRT date can also
be stored in the business partner specific table. For land-
scape-wide blocked business partner personal data, the
master and client systems can independently perform
erasure in the database located in their business partner
data management component 240, 280, and archive the
data via the retention management component 236, 276
in their respective ILM components 230, 270. This ar-
chiving (to archive stores 228, 268) can use enhanced
data privacy processes.
[0054] The above-described procedure for blocking
and erasing of business partners in multi-system land-
scape works can face a performance gap in productive
systems where enormous amounts, e.g., perhaps mil-
lions, of business partner records are processed. For N
business partners and M systems in an enterprise multi-
system landscape, the number of remote calls for EoP
check is represented by N x M. Remote calls are slower
than local calls by up to a factor of 1000. Depending on
the number of the business partners (N) and the involved
systems (M), a full EoP could take weeks, months, or
even years to process all records. However, implemen-

tation requirements of data privacy laws require near im-
mediate blocking of the personal data when the EoP has
been reached. Dedication of system resources for such
a prolonged period could render the enterprise unable to
perform its primary business functions.
[0055] The performance issue becomes more pro-
nounced when the remote calls for end-of-purpose check
are synchronous. Each remote synchronous call re-
serves memory and computing time on both the client
and master systems until a result is returned. Therefore,
a low number of remote synchronous calls can be simul-
taneously processed. Consequently parallel processing
at the application server level is very limited. Even with
the interface for the synchronous end-of-purpose check
mass enabled in terms of processing groups of business
partners instead of single records. However, any gain in
performance improvement could be limited since
processing too many records in one synchronous call
can result in server-side time outs. These time outs can
be due to application servers being configured to close
connections after a very short time window if there is no
activity on the connection.
[0056] In accordance with embodiments, the high
number of business records to be processed and the
number of synchronous remote calls is reduced so as to
improve performance time and achieve the required data
privacy implementation. This reduction in performance
time can be achieved by doing as much as possible lo-
cally to avoid remote calls; doing as much possible asyn-
chronously to avoid synchronous calls; and filtering the
business partner data to reduce the number of data ob-
jects that are to be checked.
[0057] Figure 3 depicts process 300 for determining
local SoRT at a client system level in accordance with
an embodiment. Figure 4 depicts process 400 for both
checking EoP and blocking business partner personal
data landscape-wide at the master system in accordance
with an embodiment. In combination, processes 300, 400
implement a two-prong algorithm to improve perform-
ance for landscape-wide blocking in accordance with
some embodiments.
[0058] Process 300 begins with client sytems(s) per-
forming, step 310, an EoP check of business partners in
the system’s local database. These periodic checks can
be performed at periodic intervals that are responsive to
local jurisdiction requirements for data privacy (e.g., dai-
ly, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly). In one implementation
the EoP check can be initiated by receiving a synchro-
nous request from a master system. Each application
local to the client system is checked to confirm whether
an end-of-purpose has been reached for each business
partner.
[0059] In accordance with some embodiments, the cli-
ent system can perform the EoP check asynchronously
so as to provide to the master system an interim value
regarding the status of a particular business partner with
regard to applications local to that client system. As de-
scribed below, the master system can implement a syn-
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chronous check landscape-wide to verify whether the in-
terim results are still valid and to verify the EoP status
for client systems that had not reported an interim result.
The reported interim results can become invalid if, for
example, the client system reporting the interim result
began new business with the particular business partner
and has reasons to access that business partner person-
al data record.
[0060] A check, step 320, is made to confirm whether
the business partner has reached end-of-purpose for
each local application. If the business partner has
reached its EoP for all local applications, process 300
then calculates, step 330, the start-of-retention-time for
the personal data associated with that business partner.
The calculated SoRT is then sent, step 340, asynchro-
nously to the master system. Because the business pur-
pose for a business partner is over only if its purpose has
ended in all involved systems of the multi-system land-
scape, the SoRT from each client system is an interim
value and is consolidated landscape-wide at the master
system. Process 300 can then return to step 310 to begin
an end-of-purpose check for another business partner at
the client system.
[0061] If at step 320 the business partner has not
reached its EoP for any application at the client system,
process 300 schedules a date, step 350, for rechecking
the business partner’s end-of-purpose at the client sys-
tem. The recheck date can be based on that business
partner’s historical transactional data for the client sys-
tem’s applications. The recheck date can be used in the
next run of the client system’s local blocking process,
where only those business partners where an end-of-
purpose check makes sense to consider (e.g., next check
date is equal to or greater than the day of running the
blocking process). For local blocking jobs other filtering
mechanisms can be considered, such as specifics re-
garding client system and/or application environments
(e.g., consider only business partners from sales region
A). Process 300 can then return to step 310 to begin an
end-of-purpose check for another business partner at the
client system, and/or wait for the recheck date of step
250 to arrive.
[0062] Figure 4 depicts process 400 for performing
end-of-purpose checks and blocking business partner
personal data at a landscape-wide level by the master
system. Process 400 can be ongoing and operating par-
allel to process 300. The locally-calculated start-of-reten-
tion-time is received, step 410, at the master system.
Global blocking for data privacy requirements is done
only for business partner personal data that has reached
an end-of-purpose in all systems of the enterprise multi-
system computer landscape. The received SoRT is
stored, step 420, in a SoRT data table accessible to the
master system. The Sort data table contains records for
each business partner, and can be implemented in the
same datastore that contains database 215. The identity
of each client system that performs operations using the
business partner personal data associated with the re-

ceived SoRT is determined, step 430. This determination
can be made, for example, by querying a database con-
taining information regarding all the business partners,
applications that utilize business partner personal data,
and the systems that implement the applications.
[0063] The master system requests, step 440, that
each of the identified client systems synchronously per-
form an EoP check on each local application for the as-
sociated business partner. This synchronous check can
be implemented at the client systems as process 300,
described above. This synchronous check is performed
as some client systems may have not yet sent a SoRT,
or the SoRT sent from the client system might no longer
be valid.
[0064] The master system receives an EoP check re-
sult, step 450, from each of the client systems, which is
added to the record of the corresponding business part-
ner in the SoRT data table. The master system processor
performs a check to determine whether a SoRT has been
received, step 460, from each client system identified in
step 430 for the associated business partner. If a SoRT
has been received from each identified client system,
then process 400 triggers, step 470, a global blocking
process. This global blocking process extends beyond
the identified client systems and if successful can block
all systems and applications from accessing the associ-
ated business partner’s personal data records through-
out the enterprise multi-system computer landscape. In
accordance with an implementation, the global blocking
process can delete the local business partner data record
242, 282, and archive the deleted record in archive store
228, 268. The archived business partner data record is
then deleted from the archive at the end of the blocking
period. If the check (step 460) determines that a SoRT
has not been received from each identified client system
(e.g., a SoRT is absent from an identified client system),
then process 400 schedules a recheck date, step 480. If
a determination is made that the received SoRT is invalid,
then a recheck date can be scheduled.
[0065] In one implementation, the global blocking op-
eration of process 400 can be executed at the master
system on a regular basis (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly),
or process 400 can be triggered when the master system
receives a calculated SoRT from a client system (Fig. 3,
step 340). Processes 300, 400 can be run as background
processes, or timed to execute at low usage periods for
each of the systems so as to further minimize burdening
the overhead of the local systems and reduce traffic on
the enterprise multi-system computer landscape network
communication layer.
[0066] Figure 5 depicts a data model structure for
SoRT data table 500 in accordance with some embodi-
ments. As described above, the SoRT data table can
store the start-of-retention-times returned to the master
system from the client systems (Fig. 4, step 450). The
table is a business partner specific table and can include
an identity record 510 and a SoRT data record 520. The
identity record can include data fields which identify the
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business partner - for example, a corporate entity record
can include a name and a tax identity number; an indi-
vidual entity record can include first and last names plus
a gender field for verification. The Sort Data record can
include data fields that identify the relevant systems and
application where the start-of-retention-time was calcu-
lated; a status filed that could include "interim" or "final"
to indicate the result of the end-of-purpose check per-
formed by the system; the determined start-of-retention-
time; and a field that contains the scheduled recheck
date.
[0067] In accordance with an embodiment, a computer
program application stored in non-volatile memory or
computer-readable medium (e.g., register memory, proc-
essor cache, RAM, ROM, hard drive, flash memory, CD
ROM, magnetic media, etc.) may include code or exe-
cutable instructions that when executed may instruct or
cause a controller or processor to perform methods dis-
cussed herein such as a method for implementing a com-
bination of asynchronous and synchronous operations
in a multi-system landscape in order to implement per-
sonal data retention and destruction scenarios as de-
scribed above.
[0068] The computer-readable medium may be a non-
transitory computer-readable media including all forms
and types of memory and all computer-readable media
except for a transitory, propagating signal. In one imple-
mentation, the non-volatile memory or computer-reada-
ble medium may be external memory.
[0069] Although specific hardware and data configu-
rations have been described herein, note that any
number of other configurations may be provided in ac-
cordance with embodiments of the invention. Thus, while
there have been shown, described, and pointed out fun-
damental novel features of the invention as applied to
several embodiments, it will be understood that various
omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and
details of the illustrated embodiments, and in their oper-
ation, may be made by those skilled in the art without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Sub-
stitutions of elements from one embodiment to another
are also fully intended and contemplated. The invention
is defined solely with regard to the claims appended here-
to, and equivalents of the recitations therein.
[0070] In an example the method as claimed may fur-
ther include: storing each of the respective end-of-pur-
pose check results in a data record associated with the
particular business partner accessible to at least the first
processor-controlled system and/or scheduling a re-
check date for the data record associated with the par-
ticular business partner if a start-of-retention-time is not
present from each of the identified other processor-con-
trolled system.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for managing per-

sonal data access in a multi-system computer land-
scape, the method comprising:

receiving at a first processor-controlled system
of the multi-system computer landscape an end-
of-purpose check result for a personal data
record associated with a particular business
partner, wherein the end-of-purpose check re-
sult is from a second processor-controlled sys-
tem of the multi-system computer landscape
and
the personal data record is located in a datastore
in communication with at least the second proc-
essor-controlled system;
identifying other processor-controlled systems
of the multi-system computer landscape that
perform operations for the particular business
partner if the end-of-purpose check result indi-
cates a start-of-retention-time for the personal
data record;
transmitting respective requests to each of the
identified other processor-controlled systems to
synchronously perform an end-of-purpose
check for personal data records local to respec-
tive identified other process-controlled systems,
wherein the local personal data records are as-
sociated with the particular business partner;
and
receiving respective end-of-purpose check re-
sults from each of the identified other processor-
controlled systems.

2. The method of claim 1, further including performing
an end-of-purpose check for one or more local ap-
plications at the second processor-controlled sys-
tem.

3. The method of claim 2, further including:

if an end-of-purpose is reached for the particular
business partner with all local applications at the
second processor-controlled system, calculat-
ing a start-of-retention time for the personal data
associated with the particular business partner
at the second processor-controlled system;
asynchronously returning the calculated start-
of-retention time to the master system; and
if an end-of-purpose is not reached for the par-
ticular business partner with all local applica-
tions at the second processor-controlled sys-
tem, scheduling a recheck date for the applica-
tions at the second processor-controlled sys-
tem.

4. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther including storing the end-of-purpose check re-
sult in a data record associated with the particular
business partner accessible to at least the first proc-
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essor-controlled system.

5. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther including storing each of the respective end-of-
purpose check results in a data record associated
with the particular business partner.

6. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther including initiating a global blocking process for
the particular business partner on each processor-
controlled system of the multi-system computer
landscape if a start-of-retention-time is present from
each of the identified other processor-controlled sys-
tems in the data record associated with the particular
business partner.

7. The method of claim 6, the global blocking process
including:

sending asynchronous requests to each proc-
essor-controlled system of the multi-system
computer landscape; and
instructing, via the requests, that local business
partner data records associated with the partic-
ular business partner be archived in an archive
store and deleted from each processor-control-
led system.

8. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther including scheduling a recheck date for the data
record associated with the particular business part-
ner if a start-of-retention-time from each of the iden-
tified other processor-controlled systems is absent
or invalid.

9. A non-transitory computer readable medium having
stored thereon instructions which when loaded into
a computer system and executed by a processor of
the computer system cause the processor to perform
the method of any one of the preceding claims.

10. A multi-system computer landscape comprising:

two or more processor-controlled systems in
communication remotely via an electronic com-
munication network;
at least one of the processor-controlled systems
including a control processor configured to im-
plement at least one of a business partner data
management component, an information life cy-
cle management component, and an application
component;
at least one of the processor-controlled systems
in communication with a datastore coupled to
the electronic communication network;
a control processor in one of the processor-con-
trolled systems configured to act as a master
system, wherein the master system control

processor is configured to identify other proces-
sor-controlled systems that include applications
that access personal data for a particular busi-
ness partner, transmit respective synchronous
requests to the identified other processor-con-
trolled systems to determine if applications have
reached an end-of-purpose for the particular
business partner, and perform a global blocking
process if each of the other process-controlled
systems indicate a start-of-retention time for the
particular business partner.

11. The system of claim 10, the business partner data
management component including an end-of-pur-
pose interface component configured under proces-
sor control to perform verification of an application
reaching its end of purpose for personal data records
associated with a particular business partners.

12. The system of claim 10 or 11, the information lifecy-
cle component including:

an archiving object component configured to ar-
chive information lifecycle management ob-
jects;
a blocking component configured to block ac-
cess to the personal data records;
and
a retention management component configured
to customize at least one of the residence rules
and the retention time rules associated with the
one or more of the applications.

13. The system of any one of claims 10 to 12, including
a datastore coupled to the control processor, the
storage device storing instructions configured to
cause the processor to:

receive at a first processor-controlled system an
end-of-purpose check result for a personal data
record associated with a particular business
partner, wherein the end-of-purpose check re-
sult is from a second processor-controlled sys-
tem and the personal data record is located in
the datastore;
identify other processor-controlled systems of
the multi-system computer landscape that per-
form operations for the particular business part-
ner if the end-of-purpose check result indicates
a start-of-retention-time for the personal data
record;
transmit respective requests to each of the iden-
tified other processor-controlled systems to
asynchronously perform an end-of-purpose
check for personal data records local to respec-
tive identified other process-controlled systems,
wherein the local personal data records are as-
sociated with the particular business partner;
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and
receiving respective end-of-purpose check re-
sults from each of the identified other processor-
controlled systems.
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